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Relevance of structural segregation and chain compaction for the thermodynamics of folding
of a hydrophobic protein model
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The relevance of inside-outside segregation and chain compaction for the thermodynamics of folding of a
hydrophobic protein model is probed by complete enumeration of two-dimensional chains of up to 18 mono-
mers in the square lattice. The exact computation ofZ scores for uniquely designed sequences confirms thatZ
tends to decrease linearly withsAN, as previously suggested by theoretical analysis and Monte Carlo simu-
lations, wheres, the standard deviation of the number of contacts made by different monomers in the target
structure, is a measure of structural segregation andN is the chain length. The probability that the target
conformation is indeed the unique global energy minimum of the designed sequence is found to increase
dramatically withs, approaching unity at maximal segregation. However, due to the huge number of confor-
mations with sub-maximal values ofs, which correspond to intermediate, only mildly discriminative, values
of Z, in addition to significant oscillations ofZ around its estimated value, the probability that a correctly
designed sequence corresponds to a maximally segregated conformation is small. This behavior ofZ also
explains the observed relation betweens and different measures of folding cooperativity of correctly designed
sequences.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.051919 PACS number~s!: 87.15.Cc, 87.10.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

A recent theoretical analysis, corroborated by Mon
Carlo simulations of lattice protein models, has sugges
that structural segregation as measured bys, the standard
deviation of the number of contacts made by each mono
in a given structure, is an important property of appropri
native conformations for a simple energy function intend
to mimic the hydrophobic effect@1–4#. This hydrophobic
energy function, which has also been used by other group
different studies@5–8#, adopts the convenient form of a sc
lar product between two vectors inN-dimensional space
with N being the number of monomers:

E~hW ,cW !5(
i 51

N

2hici52hW •cW , ~1!

where hW 5$h1 , . . . ,hN% represents the sequence of hydr
phobicities along the chain andcW5$c1 , . . . ,cN% represents
the number of contacts made by each monomer in a g
conformation. Hydrophobic monomers~positive hydropho-
bicity! tend in this way to make contacts, hiding from th
solvent, while the reverse is true for hydrophilic monome
~negative hydrophobicity!. Note that the sum over monome
of this equation can be replaced by the more familiar s
over contacts if the energetic contribution of each conta
e.g., between monomersi and j, is taken simply as2(hi
1hj ).
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The combination of the hydrophobic energy function w
the Z-score criterion for proteinlike folding behavior implie
that the absolute value of the following quantity should
large:

Z~hW ,c*W !5
E* 2Ē

sE
5

2hW •~c*W2 c̄W !

scA(
i 51

N

hi
2

, ~2!

where E* 52hW •c*W is the putative native energy, i.e., th
energy of sequencehW in its putative native structurec*W . The
average energy of sequencehW over unfolded conformations
Ē, and the corresponding standard deviationsE were esti-
mated in the expression above as

Ē52(
i 51

N

hi~ c̄! i52hW • c̄W ~3!

and

sE5A(
i 51

N

hi
2~sc

2! i , ~4!

where (c̄) i is the average over unfolded conformations of t
number of contacts made by monomeri and (sc

2) i5sc
2 is the

corresponding variance, which was further assumed to

independent ofi. The difference vectorc*W2 c̄W must in this
way have a large projection upon the direction defined by
unitary vector (1/uhW u)hW , whereuhW u5( i 51

N hi
2 is the length of

hW @1#.
©2003 The American Physical Society19-1
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If the average unfolded state vector is assumed to be

agonal, i.e., ifc̄W5$c̄, . . . ,c̄% with c̄ being the average num
ber of contacts made by each monomer in the unfolded s
then a useful conformation-dependent upper limit for
best possibleZ score for a putative native contact vectorc*W

can be obtained by choosinghW , the corresponding sequenc
simply as

hW 5c*W2cD*W , ~5!

wherecD*W5$C/N, . . . ,C/N% is the projection ofc*W upon the

diagonal direction defined by vector 1W 5$1, . . . ,1% and C
5( i 51

N ci* is twice the total number of contacts in the put
tive native structure. With this choice of sequence the pu
tive native energy is given by

E* 52~c*W •c*W2cD*W •c*W !52(
i

~ci* !22(
i

C

N
ci* 52Ns2,

~6!

and the estimate for standard deviation over unfolded c
formations@Eq. ~4!# becomes

sE5scA(
i 51

N S ci* 2
C

ND 2

5scsAN, ~7!

wheres5A(1/N)( i 51
N (ci* 2C/N)2 is the standard deviation

of the number of contacts made by monomersin the native
conformation. Since the sequence is perpendicular to the
agonal direction the average energy over unfolded confor

tions is zero for any diagonal vectorc̄W andZ is given simply
by @1#

Z52
s

sc
AN. ~8!

The dependence ofZ on s implies that structurally segre
gated conformations, having most of their monomers eve
distributed between completely buried positions, making
maximal number of contacts, and completely exposed p
tions, making no contacts at all, would have more negativZ
scores and, therefore, would have a better chance to re
duce proteinlike folding behavior. This expectation has be
corroborated by the successful design of sequences inte
to fold to structurally segregated conformations in squ
@1,2,4# and cubic@3# lattices. In addition, this dependence
Z on segregation was suggested to be partially respons
for previous unsuccessful attempts to design sequence
maximally compact conformations with simple energy fun
tions intended to mimic the hydrophobic effect@9,10#, unless
pair-specific segregation terms@7,11# or nearest-neighbo
constraints@12# were included, since maximally compa
conformations in square and cubic lattices happen to h
low values ofs. It is also interesting to note that an ind
pendent mean-field analysis has recently concluded that
tact vector degeneracy, i.e., the number of different structu
corresponding to the same vector, should decrease wits
@13#, further corroborating the hypothesis that structura
segregated conformations should have a better chance o
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producing proteinlike folding behavior for energy function
dependent on contact vector information alone.

In the present study we use complete enumeration
chains of up to 18 monomers in the square lattice to comp
the exact dependence ofZ on segregation, as measured bys,
and compaction, as measured byC/N, for sequences de
signed by Eq.~5! to all structures that are uniquely dete
mined by their contact vectors. We find that our estimates
the unfolded state are quite accurate and that the overal
pendence ofZ on s and N is reasonably well predicted b
Eq. ~8!. There are significant fluctuations around the es
mate, however, particularly at submaximal values ofs,
which in addition tend to correspond to intermediate, wea
predictive values ofZ. This behavior can be used to expla
the dependence of the probability of successful design
structural segregation and the relation between this segr
tion and different measures of cooperativity for successfu
designed sequences.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All present enumeration results were obtained by a rec
sive algorithm that counts all self-avoiding walks ofN21
steps in the square lattice not related by rotation or reflect
The obtained total number of walks, or conformations, forN
up to 18, is shown in columnA of Table I and agrees exactl

TABLE I. For each chain length, expressed by the number
monomersN, columnA shows the total number of structures, co
umnB shows the number of structures that are uniquely determi
by their contact vectors, and columnC shows the number of struc
tures for which sequences are successfully designed accordin
Eq. ~5!, i.e., the target conformation actually corresponds to
nondegenerate global energy minimum of the designed seque
ColumnD was taken directly from Table II of Ref.@17# and shows
the number of conformations uniquely determined by their con
matrices, while columnE displays the ratio between columnsB and
D, i.e., the fraction of conformations uniquely determined by th
contact matrices, which are also uniquely determined by their c
tact vectors.

N A B C D E

3 2 0 0
4 5 1 1
5 13 0 0
6 36 4 3
7 98 2 2
8 272 23 11
9 740 25 17
10 2034 100 48
11 5513 154 96 154 1.000
12 15037 509 191 519 0.981
13 40617 868 418 898 0.967
14 110188 2587 881 2836 0.912
15 296806 4494 1786 4954 0.907
16 802075 13018 3722 15048 0.865
17 2155667 23347 8837 26494 0.881
18 5808335 65340 17499 77635 0.842
9-2
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with previously published data@14–16#. Not all of these con-
formations can be used as native structures, however. S
the conformation enters the hydrophobic energy function
clusively through its contact vector, it is clear that degener
contact vectors, i.e., vectors that represent more than
conformation, cannot correspond to the global, nondege
ate, energy minimum of any sequence. The number of st
tures that conform to this obvious criterion, i.e., the num
of ‘‘potentially encodable’’ structures@17#, is shown on col-
umn B of Table I for different values ofN. ColumnC of the
same table shows how many of these potentially encod
structures actually correspond to the nondegenerate gl
energy minimum for the sequence designed according to
~5!, i.e., the number of potentially encodable structures
which sequence design was successful. Single expone
fits for all three sets of conformations as a function ofN are
shown in Fig. 1.

It is clear that the number of potentially encodable co
formations for the hydrophobic energy function is mu
smaller than the total number of conformations~65 340
against 5 808 335 for 18mers, or about two orders of mag
tude! and that this difference increases with chain length.
other words, it is most likely that among contact vecto
generated by self-avoiding walks, an immense numbe
them is degenerate, in the sense that they represent more
one possible conformation. This fact could suggest that c
tact vectors would not be able to encode the amount of
formation required for folding simulations since a huge nu
ber of conformations cannot be uniquely defined by them
is important to notice, however, that an appropriate fold
model is not required to uniquely determine, in terms
energy, all possible conformations, but only native structu
Most conformations that are not uniquely determined
their contact vectors have a small number of contacts
would not be appropriate models for native structures
globular proteins in any case.

Numbers shown in columnB of Table I are actually al-
ways smaller or equal to the number of potentially encoda
conformations for the energy functions that can distingu
between contact matrices instead of contact vectors, as
in columnD of the same table, which was transcribed fro
Table II of Ref.@17#. The explanation for this observation
quite simple. If two conformations have different conta
vectors they must necessarily have different contact matri
since the components of the contact vector are uniquely
termined by the sums over columns or rows of the con
matrix. The reverse is not true, however, since different m
trices can correspond to the same vector@15,13#. This point
is particularly important from the perspective of informatio
theory, since it is closely related to the small amount of
formation contained in contact vectors when compared
contact matrices. The amount of information contained
contact vectors cannot be larger thanNlog2(z11) bits, where
z is the maximal number of contacts a monomer can ma
and is much smaller than theN(N21)/2 bits of information
required to define a contact matrix. In particular, the maxim
amount of information that can be contained in contact v
tors increases only linearly with chain length and, therefo
is compatible with the amount of information contained
05191
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sequences ofN letters chosen from a fixed alphabet ofL
letter types, withL!N, as is the case for real amino ac
sequences. It is quite interesting, therefore, that a signific
fraction of the conformations uniquely determined by th
contact matrices is also uniquely determined by their con
vectors ~e.g., 154/15451 for N511, 65 341/77 63550.84
for N518), as seen in columnE of Table I. Even consider-
ing that this fraction tends to decrease with chain length
becomes apparent that much of the contact matrix extra
formation might be redundant and not useful in the spec
task of recognizing unique native structures among all al
native conformations.

Table II shows the distribution of conformations o
18mers grouped according to segregation and compac
Different rows correspond to different compactions, labe
by C/N, as well asC, where C5( ici is twice the total
number of contacts, while different columns correspond
different segregations, withs intervals 0.1 units wide la-
beled by their inferior limits. Each position of the tab
shows up to three numbers. The first number is the to
number of conformations with the corresponding degrees
segregation and compaction. If this first number is differe
from zero, then a second number indicates how many
them are potentially encodable, i.e., uniquely determined
their contact vectors. If this second number is also differ
from zero then a third number indicates how many conf
mations are successfully designed, in the sense that the
tually correspond to the nondegenerate global energy m
mum of the sequence designed according to Eq.~5!.
Note that 646 909 conformations have no contacts at
while 3 208 721 (55%) have two contacts or le
~i.e., C<4 and C/N<0.222), and only three of them ar
uniquely determined by their contact vector
For a given C/N, the distribution tends to be sharpl
peaked around intermediate values ofs, being consistent
with a product between the rapidly increasin

FIG. 1. Exponential dependence on chain length, as meas
by the number of monomers,N, of the number of all possible con
formations (A), the number conformations uniquely determined
their contact vectors (B), and the number of successfully design
conformations (C). The points represent the numbers taken direc
from the corresponding columns of Table I and the lines are sin
exponential fits to the data. All quantities are adimensional.
9-3
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TABLE II. Conformational space of 18mers obtained by complete enumeration. All quantities are adimensional. For each seg
labeled by the inferior limits ofs intervals 0.1 units wide on the first row, and compaction, labeled byC andC/N on the first column, the
table shows up to three numbers. The first number is the total number of conformations with the corresponding degrees of segre
compaction. If this first number is different from zero, then a second number indicates how many of the total number of conforma
uniquely determined by their contact vectors. If this second number is also different from zero, then a third number indicates ho
conformations are successfully designed according to Eq.~5!.

s→ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 Total
C ↓
(C/N)

0 646909 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 646909
~0.000! 0 0

2 0 0 0 1221134 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1221134
~0.111! 0 0

4 0 0 0 0 1162320 178358 0 0 0 0 0 0 134067
~0.222! 3 0 3

0 0
6 0 0 0 0 633475 390502 46232 4678 0 0 0 0 107488
~0.333! 98 82 2 0 182

0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 208168 369988 124670 23280 3716 0 0 0 72982
~0.444! 322 872 312 52 6 1564

0 0 8 0 2 10
10 0 0 0 0 37243 160714 159285 48324 15239 140 0 0 4209
~0.556! 220 1544 1764 692 147 0 4367

0 42 419 238 86 785
12 0 0 0 0 3211 33298 88970 64780 31034 993 2 0 22228
~0.667! 133 1912 5729 5226 2955 100 2 16057

0 0 313 1024 1187 92 2 2618
14 0 0 0 0 108 2140 16673 61474 10752 3664 14 0 9482
~0.778! 5 212 1883 7566 1902 708 8 12284

0 0 70 2213 1148 640 8 4079
16 0 0 0 2 50 797 6138 13310 17077 2434 8 0 39816
~0.889! 2 50 537 2430 5305 8601 1612 8 18545

0 0 0 76 840 3256 1298 8 5478
18 0 0 0 0 0 78 1573 4360 7461 1398 484 4 15358
~1.000! 74 917 3116 5386 1142 456 4 11095

0 8 564 2255 900 450 4 4181
20 0 0 0 0 0 32 236 459 820 126 0 0 1673
~1.111! 32 220 365 532 94 1243

0 0 78 188 82 348
Total 646909 0 0 1221136 2044575 1135907 443777 220665 86099 8755 508 4 580

0 2 831 5265 13257 22322 19529 3656 474 4 65340
0 0 42 894 4957 8122 3012 468 4 17499
o
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le,
@(N22)-dimensional# associated volume inside the space
contact vectors with a rapidly decreasing conformatio
density. Qualitatively similar results were obtained f
smaller chains.

The two structural parameters under investigation, str
tural segregation, and compaction, can be associated
perpendicular directions in the space of contact vectors, o
its two-dimensional sequence-structure diagram~SS-
diagram! representation@2#, since the projection ofcW upon
the diagonal is proportional toC/N, while the distance be
05191
f
l

c-
ith
in

tweencW and the diagonal is proportional tos. The predicted
relation betweens and Z can actually be understood from
the fact that segregated contact vectors point out of
densely populated diagonal region and have in this wa
better chance of being clearly distinguished from vectors r
resenting the vast majority of alternative conformation
Table II clearly shows, however, that structural segregat
and compaction are to some extent correlated for sm
chains and that maximally segregated conformations are
significantly, although not maximally, compact. For examp
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95% (484 out of 508) of the conformations with segregat
s>1 also have compactionC/N>1. A different behavior
should be expected, however, for longer chains since in
limit of infinite length maximally compact conformation
would haveC/N52 ands50, since all monomers would
make two contacts, while maximally segregated conform
tions would haveC/N51 ands51. Note that the fact tha
long protein molecules do not fold into single large globu
but are divided into structural domains might reflect a p
ponderance of segregation upon compaction on the sele
of appropriate native structures.

Z scores were computed exactly for sequences desig
to all conformations uniquely determined by their conta
vectors~column B of Table I! with unfolded state averag
energy and standard deviation for each sequence comp
over all conformations~column A of Table I! taken as
equally likely, i.e., corresponding to the unfolded state
infinite temperature. The energy of the native structure w
included in the averaging since its contribution is in this ca
negligible. Alternatively, unfolded state averages could h
been computed at a finite temperature, with different con
mations weighted by their Boltzmann factors. This seco
approach, however, requires some arbitrary choices, suc
the temperature, the definition of the macroscopic fold
state, i.e., the native structure, and possibly other sufficie
similar conformations which would have to be exclud
from the averaging, and also a normalization scheme to
the temperature for all sequences on the same energy s
Since theZ score at infinite temperature already provides
characterization of the density of states as a whole with
these unnecessary complications, we consider the first
proach more appropriate for the purposes of the pre
study.

Figure 2~a! shows the unfolded average energy and st
dard deviation for sequences designed according to Eq.~5! to
all 65 340 18mer conformations uniquely defined by th
contact vectors, as well as their global energy minima
single point might correspond to more than one conform
tion. The expression for the energy of the target conform
tion, given by Eq.~6!, is also plotted in the figure. Points o
this line correspond to sequences for which the target c
formation has the minimal energy, although the possibility
others conformations with the same energy is not exclud
Points below the line, abundant at small values ofs, show
that the global energy minimum is lower than the energy
the target conformation and sequence design was not
cessful. The figure also shows that the estimates for the
erage and standard deviation over unfolded conformat
are reasonable since directly computed average energie
always close to zero while the standard deviation appear
increase linearly withs. The value ofsc obtained from Eq.
~7! with a linear fit to the data, 0.503760.0001, agrees ex
tremely well with the corresponding exact quantity compu
directly from the enumeration, 0.506 912, although in t
last case there is some dependence on monomer pos
along the sequence, with pronounced minima at the posit
next to the extremities~Fig. 3!. These minima can probabl
be attributed to trivial end effects since these monomers h
half the number of nearest neighbors when compared
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monomers in the middle of the chain. For the extremities t
effect would be compensated by the possible formation of
to three contacts, instead of only two.

The dependence ofZ on s, computed from the data
shown in Fig. 2~a!, is shown in Fig. 2~b!. AlthoughZ clearly
tends to become more negative ass increases, with a Pear
son’s correlation coefficient of20.82, there are strong osci
lations around the predicted linear dependence, particul
for intermediate segregations. As a consequence, the m
negative values ofZ do not necessarily correspond to max
mally segregated conformations, as would be expected f
the expression given by Eq.~8!, which is also plotted in the
figure. These significant oscillations onZ arise as a conse

FIG. 2. ~a! Dependence on segregation, as measured bys val-
ues, of the average energy and standard deviation over the unfo
state ensemble as well as the actual global energy minimum
sequences designed to all conformations uniquely determined
their contact vectors. The expected zero value for the average
folded state energy and the linear dependence for the standar
viation are also shown. The parabolic line shows the exact dep
dence of the energy of the target conformation ons, E* 5
2Ns2, with N518. Global minima below this line indicate unsuc
cessful design.~b! The Z score as a function of segregation,
measured bys, computed directly from the data shown in~a! and
the theoretically predicted linear dependence,Z5(AN/sc)s, with
N518 andsc50.51. Z score and segregation are adimension
The energy scale is defined by the numerical values of the hy
phobicities along the sequences.
9-5
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quence of oscillations onsE , the denominator of Eq.~2!,
which ultimately result from the approximations made d
ing the derivation of Eq.~4! like, for example, the neglect o
the dependence ofsc on monomer position, or, more impo
tantly, the implicit assumption that the numbers of conta
made by different monomers along the chain are statistic
independent. Qualitatively similar results were obtained
smaller values ofN.

The predicted dependence ofZ on chain length is verified
in Fig. 4, where two related plots summarize the informat
obtained forN512 to N518. Figure 4~a! shows that the
slope of the linear dependence ofZ on s, shown in Fig. 2~b!
for N518, depends itself on chain length as predicted by
~8!. Points representing the slopes of straight lines,Z5
2As, were obtained by linear fits to the data and agree v
well with the predicted value,A5(1/sc)AN, with sc50.5,
shown as a curve in the same figure. Exact computatio
sc for different chain lengths shows thatsc actually tends to
increase slightly withN, from 0.485 915, forN512, to
0.506 912, for N518. Figure 4~b! shows the quantity
(Z2sc

2)/s2, which should be equal toN according to Eq.~8!,
plotted as a function of the actualN. No adjustment is in-
volved. Each point and error bar corresponds, respectivel
the average and standard deviation of this quantity over
potentially encodable conformations of a given chain leng
It is clear that the points tend to lie on the diagonal,
expected, but the size of the error bars indicate, again,
presence of strong fluctuations around the predicted va
Note that the linear dependence ofZ on AN does not imply,
by itself, any advantage for longer chains regarding seque
design since the same dependence is expected for the cr
valueZc , below which proteinlike folding behavior is likely
to occur@1#.

Having corroborated the overall dependence ofZ pre-
dicted by Eq.~8! both ons andN, we then investigated the
relation between structural segregation and successfu
quence design using conformations withN518. Points of
Fig. 2~b! corresponding to successful and unsuccessful

FIG. 3. Average number of contacts made by each monome

the ensemble of all conformations of 18 monomers, (c̄) i , and cor-
responding standard deviation (sc) i as a function of monomer po
sition along the sequencei.
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sign are shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively. For the
largest values ofs (s.1) design is always successful, i
the sense that the target conformation is actually the glo
energy minimum of its sequence, designed according to
5, while for low values ofs (s,0.6) this is never the case
At intermediate values ofs, however, which also correspon
to intermediate values ofZ, sequence design can be eith
successful or unsuccessful. The dramatic increase in
probability of successful design withs, approaching unity
for maximally segregated conformations (s>1), is shown
by curveA in Fig. 6~a!. Note, however, that a huge numb
of appropriate conformations corresponding to submaxim
values of s cannot be selected out of their inappropria
counterparts by a segregation criterion. For example,
though the probability of successful design for an arbitra
conformation ofs'0.8 is only around 0.4, this is the mos

in

FIG. 4. ~a! Dependence on chain length of the slope of the lin
dependence ofZ on s. Each point represents the angular coefficie
A of a straight line,Z52As, fitted to all potentially encodable
conformations for each value ofN. The curve shows the depen
dence ofA on N predicted by Eq.~8!, A5(1/sc)AN, with sc

50.5. ~b! Relationship betweenN predicted by Eq. ~8!, N
5(sc

2Z2)/s2, and the actual value ofN, for the same sets of con
formations. Each point and error bar corresponds, respectively
the average and standard deviation of this quantity over all po
tially encodable conformations of a given chain length.sc was
computed exactly for each chain length. All quantities are adim
sional.
9-6
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likely segregation value of an arbitrary successfully desig
conformation, as seen in curveB of the same figure. In othe
words,s maximization is a powerful criterion for selectin
appropriate native conformations for the hydrophobic ene
function, as has been done previously both in two and th
dimensions@1–4#, but if conformations were to be selecte
by a different hypothetical mechanism able to sample app
priate conformations uniformly, as it is likely to be the ca
of natural selection acting on real proteins, then they wo
tend to have large but not maximal values ofs.

It is already apparent from Fig. 5 that even a perfect c
relation betweens and Z would not result in a great im
provement in the discrimination of successfully design
conformations at submaximal values ofs because the corre
sponding intermediate values ofZ are themselves not dis
criminative. Figure 6~b! shows that the relation betweenZ
score and successful sequence design is actually very sim
to the one observed fors. Very goodZ score values, e.g.
Z,28, correspond to a high probability of successful d
sign ~curveA) but the vast majority of successfully design
sequences correspond to intermediate values ofZ, 26.Z
.28 ~curveB), for which the probability of successful de
sign is around 0.5. It is interesting to note, incidentally, th
s actually appears to be a slightly better indicator of succe
ful design thanZ itself in this particular ensemble of 18me
in the square lattice. All conformations withs.1, for ex-

FIG. 5. Same data shown in Fig. 2~b! grouped according to
successful design~a! and unsuccessful design~b!.
05191
d

y
e
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d
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d
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t
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ample, happen to be successfully designed but this could
be inferred from their values ofZ @see Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#.
Figure 6~c! shows that if conformations are grouped acco
ing to compaction instead of segregation, the probability
successful design is never higher than around 0.4 and th
actually displays a slight decrease at maximal compactn
~curve A). Successfully designed conformations, howev
tend to be significantly compact, with a broad peak of pro
ability around C/N50.889, corresponding toC518 or 9
contacts~curveB).

We have also investigated the possibility that structu
segregation, although not capable of completely separa
successfully designed sequences from their unsuccess
designed counterparts, could be useful in the identification
the majority good folders among successfully designed
quences. Two folding quality parameters computable fr
the heat capacity curves of all successfully designed
quences were investigated. First, the cooperativity param
of Thirumalai and co-workers@18#, Vc , with the energy it-
self @or, more precisely, 12E(T)/E* ] taken as the reaction
coordinate, i.e., the quantity

Vc5
Tf

2CV~Tf !

~2E* !DT
, ~9!

where Tf is the temperature of maximal heat capaci
CV(T)5dE(T)/dT, andDT is the width of the heat capacit
peak at its half-maximal height. The factor (21/E* ) results
from normalization of the reaction coordinate, in a way th
it will vary from 12E* /E* 50 at T50 ~folded state! to 1
20/E* 51 atT5` ~unfolded state!. The heat capacity curve
for each sequence was calculated exactly from the enum
tion of all possible conformations.

Figure 7~a! shows howVc depends ons for all success-
fully designed 18mer sequences. It is again apparent
there is a tendency ofVc to increase withs, since fors
'0.6, corresponding to the least segregated structures
which sequence design is successful,Vc varies from almost
0 to around 1, while fors'1.1, corresponding to the max
mally segregated conformations, there are no sequences
Vc,2 and some sequences have this parameter abov
among the highest among all sequences. For intermed
values of segregation, however, there are strong oscillat
in cooperativity. Fors between 0.8 and 0.9, for example,Vc
can have any value between 0 and 3. The Pearson’s co
lation coefficient betweenVc ands for 17 499 successfully
designed 18mer conformations is 0.182. The probability t
this value results from pure chance is essentially zero, s
the number of points is large, but it is clear that the corre
tion is not strong. The main reason for this rather weak c
relation betweenVc ands appears to be not the correlatio
betweens and Z (20.69 for the same set of points!, but
actually the mild correlation betweenVc and Z itself
(20.398), as seen in Fig. 7~b!.

The cooperativity parameterVc indicates how abruptly
the reaction coordinate changes from the native state valu
the unfolded state value as a function of temperature. A
nificantly more stringent criterion for folding quality ha
9-7
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FIG. 6. ~a! Probability of successful design as a function
structural segregation, as measured bys ~curveA), and probability
that an arbitrary successfully designed conformation will hav
given value ofs ~curveB). ~b! Probability of successful design a
a function of Z score~curve A! and probability that an arbitrary
successfully designed conformation will have a given value oZ
~curve B). ~c! Probability of successful design as a function
compaction, as measured byC/N ~curveA), and probability that an
arbitrary successfully designed conformation will have a giv
value ofC/N ~curveB). All quantities are adimensional.
05191
been recently proposed by Chan and co-workers@16,19,20#,
according to which the energy and associated heat capa
curves of model proteins are compared directly to the
thalpy and associated heat capacities of real proteins,
which the~calorimetrically measured! heat absorbed during
thermal unfolding,DHcal, is known to be similar to the van’
Hoff enthalpyDHVH , which is computed from the depen
dence of a putative equilibrium constant on temperature
der the assumption of two-state behavior. Adapting Eq.~6! of
Ref. @19# to the notation used in the present study and m
ing the direct correspondence between model energies
experimental enthalpies, we computed the following qu
tity:

k25
DHVH

DHcal
5

2TfACV~Tf !

2E*
. ~10!

Figure 8~a! shows that the maximal values ofk2 for the
chains of 18 monomers are close to 0.6. Although this va
compares well with other simple models, it is significan
below unity and indicative, therefore, of non-two-state p

a

n

FIG. 7. Relation between folding cooperativity, as measured
Thirumalai’sVc parameter, and structural segregation, as meas
by s ~correlation coefficient of 0.182)~a! and relation betweenVc

and Z ~correlation coefficient of20.398) ~b!. All quantities are
adimensional. The correlation coefficient betweens andZ for the
same set of points is20.69.
9-8
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teinlike behavior. Failure to capture this particular aspec
protein folding is likely to result from intrinsic limitations o
two-dimensional models in addition to the absence of mu
body, explicitly cooperative, interacions@16,19,20#. The cor-
relation betweenk2 ands, 0.162, is again low, even thoug
the correlation betweenk2 and Z, 20.469, @Fig. 8~b!# is
slightly stronger than the correlation betweenVc andZ.

Mild correlations between cooperativity and segregat
and between cooperativity andZ score are clearly consisten
with the widely scattered distributions of points shown
Figs. 7 and 8. It should also be noted, however, that ther
no reason to expect the dependence of cooperativity oZ
and, as a consequence, ons to be linear. It is actually inter-
esting to compare the observed dependence ofk2 on s andZ
with the predicted behavior of a closely related cooperativ
parameterk0 under the assumption of the random ener
model for the density of states of the system@16#. From Eq.
~22! of Ref. @16# it follows that the dependence the calo

FIG. 8. Relation between folding cooperativity, as measured
Chan’s calorimetric parameterk2, and structural segregation, a
measured bys ~correlation coefficient of 0.162)~a! and relation
betweenk2 andZ ~correlation coefficient of20.469) ~b!. The ex-
pected behavior of a closely related cooperativity parameterk0

given by Eqs.~11! and ~12! are also shown in~b! and ~a!, respec-
tively, with gD , the total size of conformational space, taken fro
columnA of Table I andsc50.51. All quantities are adimensiona
The correlation coefficient betweens and Z for the same set of
points is20.69.
05191
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metric cooperativity parameter onZ should be

k2'k05A12
2 lngD

Z2
~11!

which, in combination with Eq.~8!, gives the expected de
pendence ons

k2'k05A12
2sc

2ln gD

Ns2
, ~12!

wheregD is the total size of conformational space or, fro
columnA of Table I, 5 808 335 forN518. The above expres
sions are also plotted in Fig. 8 and show that they can
some extent, predict the values ofZ and s for which suc-
cessful design is possible and the general trend ofk2 to
increase with the absolute value of these parameters.
clear, however, that the actual cooperativity tends to be
nificantly smaller than the estimated value.

III. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the exact dependence ofZ scores on
structural segregation, as measured bys, and chain compac-
tion, as measured byC/N, for chains of up to 18 monomer
in the square lattice with an unspecific hydrophobic ene
function. Sequences were unambiguously designed
N-dimensional vectors in the plain defined by the cont
vector representing the target native conformation and
main diagonal. We have found thatZ displays a general ten
dency to decrease linearly withsAN, as has been theoret
cally predicted and previously corroborated by Monte Ca
simulations. Fluctuations around the predicted depende
might be significant, however, particularly at intermedia
segregations, and are not completely unexpected since
theoretical analysis was based on simplifying assumpti
regarding the unfolded state ensemble. The general beha
of Z is reflected in a dramatic increase in the probability
successful design ass becomes large, actually approachin
unity for maximally segregated conformations, while t
probability of successful design as a function of compact
is always much lower. Since the number of maximally se
regated conformations is small, however, there is a h
number of successfully designed sequences that corres
to conformations with submaximal values ofs and that can-
not be separated from their unsuccessfully designed coun
parts by a segregation criterion. Among successfully
signed sequences, segregation displays a weak correl
with folding quality, as measured by simple parameters co
putable from heat capacity curves. This last result appear
arise not only because the correlation between segrega
andZ is not perfect, but mainly because the correlation b
tween cooperativity andZ itself is only mild for this set of
sequence-structure pairs.
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